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Learn how to make your own

SUPER HERO

Before you can play Dynamo, you need to have a super hero. A super hero is a normal person who has gained super powers. Normal humans have an Attack of 2, a Defense of 2, and a Pluck of 1. You have 10 points to spend turning your normal person into a super hero through three steps -

1. Pick a Template

Templates set your character’s base super abilities and also give them additional attack, defense, and pluck points - These points are in addition to the base 2-2-1 that normal people have.

Templates are vague, so it’s up to you to decide what the powers actually look like and how they function. Be aware that you must play your powers as you describe them; be careful of “ability creep” - the tendency to add new features to your powers as the game progresses.

Templates are not optional. All super characters must have a template.

- **Summoner**
  - Has the power to make a type of object appear from thin air. Example items include weapons, vehicles, or armor.
  - AT: +2, DE: +0, PL: +1

- **Blaster**
  - Creates waves, beams, or projectiles made of heat or energy to attack distant targets.
  - AT: +2, DE: +1, PL: +1

- **Force Wielder**
  - Uses forces like gravity and magnetism to manipulate objects around them.
  - AT: +2, DE: +0, PL: +2

- **Kismet**
  - Has no real super powers, but everything seems to go their way, often quite improbably.
  - AT: +0, DE: +0, PL: +4

- **Specialist**
  - Uses one particular weapon and uses it really, really well.
  - AT: +2, DE: +1, PL: +2

- **Shifter**
  - Body or body parts transform. New forms can be mechanical, liquid or gas, or even animals.
  - AT: +1, DE: +1, PL: +1

- **Runner**
  - Can move super-humanly fast, either by physically moving or by teleporting short distances.
  - AT: +0, DE: +2, PL: +2

- **Whisperer**
  - Can command or ask help from plants, animals, or machines.
  - AT: +3, DE: +0, PL: +1

- **Gadgeteer**
  - Excels at creating and utilizing mechanical devices to do their work for them.
  - AT: +1, DE: +1, PL: +3

- **Brute**
  - A punching machine with the amazing strength to bend bars and lift cars.
  - AT: +3, DE: +2, PL: +0

- **Behemoth**
  - When powers are engaged, takes on the the form of a hulking, muscular beast.
  - AT: +4, DE: +2, PL: +0
2. Choose a Power Variant

You may also, buy one variant for your power. Variants provide a little more nuance to powers and may help you decide on a exactly how your template works and what your power is.

Power variants are not required.

- **Activated Power**
  - 2 PTS
  - Your powers must be turned on before they can be used. Regain points at twice the normal rate and gain +1 to your secret identity.

- **Weakness**
  - 2 PTS
  - There’s a thing that turns your powers off - completely! Gain +2 attack and watch out!

- **Tough**
  - 2 PTS
  - Automatically gain 1 defense success each combat round.

- **Flight**
  - 3 PTS
  - You can fly! Gain +1 defense. You can also leave combat at any point, even if you don’t have the narrative.

- **Feint**
  - 4 PTS
  - The worse the beating, the more you fight. After rolling combat, you may swap your attack and defense success totals.

- **Regeneration**
  - 4 PTS
  - Each round of combat, regain 1 lost Attack or Defense die.

- **Transformed**
  - 5 PTS
  - Your power has transformed your body completely, permanently. You may not have a secret identity. Gain +3 pluck for your misfortune.

- **Slippery**
  - 2 PTS
  - Sacrifice a die from any pool to escape combat. If you do, discard your roll and ignore your opponent’s roll.

- **Acrobatic**
  - 2 PTS
  - After combat has been rolled, you may choose to lose 1 attack pool die to ignore all of your opponent’s attack successes.

- **Object Based**
  - 3 PTS
  - Your powers only work when you are in contact with a certain object. Gain +2 pluck and don’t lose that object!

- **Scrapper**
  - 3 PTS
  - In combat against minions, every defense success you roll also gives you +1 attack success.

- **Recharge**
  - 4 PTS
  - Your power must be recharged. Begin combat with 3 extra dice of any kind, but take an extra hit each round. Recharge at 4 times the normal rate.

- **Great Big**
  - 4 PTS
  - Your powers make you larger than normal people, up to three times as large. Gain +2 pluck.

- **Armored**
  - 6 PTS
  - Your powers make you harder to hit or give you armor! Gain 2 defense successes every combat round automatically.

### Choosing a Secret Identity

You may also give your superhero a secret identity. A secret identity is the “normal” persona your superhero assumes when moving about in the non-super-powered world. A secret identity gives your character extra, non-super abilities to call upon during the game. For example, if your secret identity is a reporter, your character will have contacts from which they can garner information. If they are a pilot, they can fly airplanes. If you choose to have a secret identity, you must place between 2 and 6 points in the secret identity’s dice pool.

### Spending Remaining Points

Once you’ve purchased your template and decided whether or not to have a variant or a secret identity, you may find yourself with some points left over to spend from your original 10. If this happens, you may use those points to increase your attack pool, your defense pool, or your secret identity pool.

**You may not spend points to increase your pluck.**
**Moirai**
Moirai Meritumopolis is just a normal 16-year-old girl who happens to have incredibly odd luck - both good and bad.
*Template: Kismet
Variant: Scrapper
Secret Identity: Ace reporter Bambi Mori
*Att: 4  Def: 2  Pluck: 4

**The Silkworm**
Her silky webs can trap bad guys like glue!
*Template: Summoner
Variant: Acrobatic
*Att: 4  Def: 2  Pluck: 4

**Eric the Red**
This bearded badass likes drinking and punching and not much else!
*Template: Brute
*Att: 8  Def: 6  Pluck: 2

**Cleft Squarejaw**
The only thing Cleft likes more than himself is fisting evil!
*Template: Rock
*Att: 7  Def: 6  Pluck: 3

**Disco Dan**
When Disco Dan gets down, his disco demolition thunder power sends bad guys flying!
*Template: Force Wielder
Variant: Recharge
*Att: 4  Def: 4  Pluck: 4

**Nessie**
When not running her kids to soccer games or doing the shopping, Nessie serves up a dish of haggis and whoop-ass!
*Template: Behemoth
Variant: Great Big
*Att: 6  Def: 4  Pluck: 4

**THE EARTH Hog**
This tough-as-nails Canadian dishes the damage with his deadly twin garden spades!
*Template: Specialist
Variant: Regeneration
*Att: 5  Def: 3  Pluck: 4
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Columbia Day

Columbia strikes fear into the hearts of evil-doers with her army of pigeons!
Template: Whisperer
Variant: Flight
Att: 5     Def: 4     Pluck: 4

Hedgerow

Hedgerow, the shrubbery hero, gets to the root of the problem with evil-doers!
Template: Shifter
Variant: Tough
Att: 5     Def: 6     Pluck: 3

The Archer Fish

Archer Fish can spit farther and faster than any thug can run!
Template: Blaster
Variant: Slippery
Att: 6     Def: 5     Pluck: 3

The Razer Kid

Villains tremble when this nameless do-gooder cruises into town on his bad pedal scooter!
Template: Runner
Variant: Object Based
Att: 4     Def: 5     Pluck: 6

Hermle Chime & Hercule

When Mlle Hermle couldn't find a best friend, she built one! When not discussing Sartre or eating bread, these two chase down villains tout de suite!
Template: Gadgeteer
Att: 6     Def: 5     Pluck: 5

Name: ____________________________
Player: ___________________________

ATTACK   DEFENSE   PLUCK   SECRET
IDENTITY

Template: ___________________________
Variant: ___________________________
**The Current System**

Dynamo operates on the Current System. Every character aspect has a score that equals the number of dice in that attribute's "pool". The dice used are special dice called Fudge dice, also known as fate dice. These are shaped like normal 6-sided dice, but have a plus on two sides, a minus on two sides, and two sides blank instead of being numbered 1-6. When you roll your dice, every combination of + / - rolled equals one current, or one success.

Each pool's dice should be a different color to easily tell the different dice pools apart.

**Performing Actions**

To perform an action, you simply state what it is your character is doing - **and they do it!** What needs to be determined is how successful they are.

Outside of combat, you would decide if the action is proactive (your character takes initiative in performing the action) or reactive (something happens, the character does something in response).

Next, decide what abilities the action makes use of. If the action is proactive use of your powers, roll your attack dice and your pluck dice, if it is reactive roll your defense dice and pluck dice.

If the action makes use of your secret identity skills, regardless of proactive or reactive, roll your pluck and your secret identity dice.

If the action does not use your skills or powers, roll 2 dice and your pluck.

**Action Success Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Successes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Desired outcome didn't happen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Desired outcome happened, but was limited in some way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Desired outcome happened exactly as hoped for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Desired outcome happened and also had an unforeseen extra benefit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Combat Against Villains**

Villains are super powered, and may be equal or better than the heroes in terms of strength and abilities. They have attack and defense stats, but no pluck, and use both when fighting.

When fighting a villain, both the hero and the villain declare how they are entering the combat round. What they don't describe is the kind of attacks they'll be making. For example, it's ok to say, "I drag the tip of my sword across the ground, shooting up sparks, as I charge at him!" But not, "I'm swing my sword at his head!"

Both sides roll all of their attack, defense, and pluck dice. Attack dice can be used only with other attack dice. Defense dice can be used only with defense. Pluck dice, however, can be added to either attack or defense to make currents, but not other pluck dice.

Each current made is one success, and each success is a hit against your opponent. Each hit does 1 point of damage to them. Each defense success blocks one of your opponent's attack successes, saving you from 1 point of damage.

**Combat Against Minions**

Minions may or may not have super powers, but they always attack (and fall) in groups. But no matter how many fall, there will always be more.

Minions only have two stats - drive and fight. Drive represents the minions' willingness and ability to continue fighting. Fight represents the number of dice they roll against each character not already in a fight with a villain (minions never get involved when the boss is fighting).

As in villain fights, players narrate how their characters are entering the current round of combat against the mooks. Players may also give their characters goals - things such as running for an object or shutting down a reactor.

Heroes roll attack and defense dice, minions only roll to make attacks with their fight dice.

Each hit against the minions reduces their drive by 1 point (minions have no defense). When drive reaches zero, the minions have either all fallen or run away.
**Sample combat roll**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Defense</th>
<th>Pluck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above roll ends up giving the character two attack successes and one defense success. The other + can be added to the - in the pluck dice. The other pluck die, the +, can be added to the defense - to create a defense success.

**Combat Without Powers**

Occasionally, players may attempt to attack without using their powers. When this happens, they may roll their pluck and defense dice, but only 3 attack dice if using a firearm or 2 attack dice for any other sort of attack.

**Assisted Combat**

There are always enough minions for characters to have plenty to fight on their own. However, at times multiple characters will choose to go up against a single villain. When this happens, they have a few options on how to proceed -

1. **Attack in Tandem** - each player takes a turn attacking the villain as soon as one player finishes a round of combat, the next narrates how they are attacking the villain next and both the new player and villain roll combat dice.

2. **Attack Concurrently** - A character may also do something to help another during combat. Both the main attacking character and the villain roll normal combat dice. The assisting player rolls only their pluck dice. The helping character makes no attacks and takes no damage, but their pluck dice rolls can be added to the attacking character’s rolls to increase attack and defense successes.

**Injury**

For every point of damage taken, characters lose 1 die from the pool of their choice.

You may choose to lose dice from your secret identity rather than attack, defense, or pluck, however secret identity losses are permanent and do not regenerate. If you lose all of your secret identity points, your cover is blown permanently.

**Continuing the Fight**

Once the round of combat is over, the side that does the most damage (ties go to the players) gets to narrate how that round of fighting ends. A couple of ground rules apply -

1. **You can only end a fight early by running away.**

   That means you can’t narrate an attack that ends an opponent who still has dice or leave your opponent trapped or disabled, unable to fight. You also may not leave unless you win the round.

2. **You can’t narrate a handicap.**

   You may not limit your opponent’s abilities, either through grievous injury, restricting movement, or otherwise keep your opponent from fighting at their full capacity.

3. **You can regain dice by adding tension.**

   If your narration adds a story element that increases tension or makes things harder on the heroes (a speeding train appears in the distance heading right toward the combatants or the countdown on a bomb gets activated) you recover one free die of any pool. You may also give this recovered die to another party member. Added elements must make sense in the context of the story, and the other players may vote against it if it doesn’t.

**Character Defeat**

A hero or villain who is reduced to zero dice pool dice is not dead, but they are out of the fight (villains gloat over defeated heroes rather than kill them outright, and defeated villains are carted off to jail).

If any party members remain undefeated at the end of a scene, they may help defeated allies to a safe location to recover. However, if all characters have been defeated, the villain wins.

**Recovering Dice**

At the end of a villain fight, all characters who took part in the fight and who have not been defeated recover 5 dice in any pools automatically. At the end of a fight against minions, the recovery is 3 dice.

All characters, defeated or not, recover 1 die of any pool or every 10 minutes, regardless of activity, as long as they are not fighting.

Recovered dice can only be added up to the pool’s original total.
Creating Villains

Mechanically, a villain should be about 10 points, the same as the characters. Like the characters, villains are built by spending points on templates, variations, and secret identities. However, since villains do not have a pluck stat, any pluck points gained during character creation are instead converted to attack or defense dice during the last stage!

You can, of course, spend more than 10 points on a villain, but a villain of more than 15 points will be almost impossible for a 10-point hero to defeat in combat, especially after the pluck conversion.

Creating Good Villains

The best villains always represent the expected taken to an unexpected extreme. Start with the kind of theme you’d use for a hero, then ramp up the ego and insanity to ridiculous levels.

Suppose, for example, your villain is built on a Brute template and they call themselves El Toro. Having that villain wear a bull costume is exactly what would be expected. However, what if El Toro is a former bullfighter, one who has seen the error of his ways and now fights on behalf of Nature? He still wears his bullfighter’s outfit, but now sports a pair of two foot long horns and he stamps on the ground before charging – now you’ve got an interesting villain.

Creating Sidekicks

A villain will always have a lieutenant to make sure their plans are carried out. This sidekick doesn’t need powers or a “theme” that matches the main villain’s. It’s enough that they have an unwavering faith in the villain’s ability to prevail.

Sidekicks are also built on around 10 points. However, a sidekick will always be less powerful than the villain they serve.

In combat, sidekicks count as villain fights.

Designing Minions

Unlike sidekicks, minions do need a theme that matches that of the villain – or perhaps the villain’s sidekick if the minions are hired thugs and not sycophants or automatons. Although treated with endless contempt by the villain, minions will continue on in the villain’s service until forced to stop.

An average minion group is 15 points, with 10 drive and 5 attack. However, if you use a second group of minions in scene 3, the second group should be slightly tougher than the first.

Villain Schemes

A villain’s schemes must come from their own experiences. Start by asking how they view things like justice or revenge? Or tyranny or oppression? These are the things your villain wants to either overcome or become.

Suppose your villain is a hyper-intelligent toddler. A toddler’s life may be filled with toys and cartoon characters, but it’s also filled with enforced naps and bed times, high chairs and strained peas, and diapers. It’s possible a super villain toddler would try to rid the world of sleep in order to be free of nap time forever without considering the impact that would have on others.

Designing Adventures

Comic book adventures are simple things, and can be reduced to three “scenes”.

1. The Introduction – Introduce the characters to the story by starting them in action. If they’re part of an agency, have them receive a mission from their handler. If they’re not together yet, give them each a reason for going to the same place at the same time. The important thing here is that the characters are given a task that seems important but only exists to get them to the right place at the right time to end up in the middle of an attack by the villain’s minions. If the villain puts in an appearance here it will be fleeting; they will not stick around long enough to be in any danger from the heroes. The minions, however, have a mission, and whatever that mission is, it’s one of the final stages of the villain’s secret plan.

The heroes should have reason enough to fight against the minions, possibly even thwarting their goal. Whatever the outcome, the heroes should be
left with a motivation to find out who’s behind the attack and what they’re up to.

Excluding the opening, this entire first scene is run in reaction to the minions’ attack. That means that all of the action will be the characters reacting to what the minions are doing.

2. Investigation - the characters now begin turning ears and bending elbows to find out who the villain is and what they want. They'll quickly climb their way up an information chain until they eventually have a possible name for the villain and collect a few clues about the other elements in the villain’s plan (already completed, of course, as the villain starts the game almost victorious). They might even get a glimpse of the villain’s lair, or at least find out where it’s located.

They’re also more likely to be discovered by the villain’s second in command the more noise they make while investigating. This might even lead to a confrontation with the villain’s lieutenant.

From this second scene on, the action of the game should change to the non-player characters reacting to the actions of the player characters. Let the players drive the story and simply invent whatever NPCs, locations or clues are required to move the characters’ actions forward.

Most importantly - remember that the game starts when the villain’s plan is almost complete. Don’t hide what the villain has already accomplished. This is information the characters should find relatively easily because the more they learn about what’s already been done the less they’ll be able to guess about why.

It’s also invaluable to listen to the players as they try to figure things out. Sometimes, they’ll give you a better idea than you had originally. Don’t be afraid to use incorporate their ideas into the game if they’re better than what you’ve got planned.

3. Confrontation - The characters have now located the villain and put together a fair idea about what they’re up to. The villain now gives their speech about why they’re doing it.

The characters and villain clash. The villain should be dangerous, but the major threat here should be the mechanisms of their scheme. The villain, and any minions they may have left, should serve only to delay or prevent the characters from stopping it.

---

**Villain Motivations**

All villains are, at heart, driven sociopaths who will stop at nothing to achieve their goals. What makes one villain different from another is their reasoning. There are basically five types of super villain motivations –

1. **The Rejected** - Picked on as a kid, rejected by a parent figure, or pushed aside by society in general. This type of villain doesn’t need to kill the heroes to win; they just want to “show” those who rejected them that they are too powerful to reject now. Their schemes are grand because they are, at their heart, attention getters. Particularly narcissistic villains may even believe that what they’re doing is on behalf of other downtrodden souls just like them.

2. **The Hero’s Past** - Something the hero did in the past took something from this person that was very dear to them, leaving them with nothing but hatred and pain. As a villain, they will do increasingly destructive things to get the hero’s attention, with the ultimate goal to hurt the hero in a similar fashion.

3. **The Hero’s Reflection** - If the city’s main hero is someone who fights crime with a belt full of elaborate toys, nobody should be surprised that his nemesis is some clown who does evil with his own toys. This type of villain is exactly like the heroes in every way minus any drive to do good. They don’t commit evil for personal gain as the heroes became heroes because they have the power to, this villain does evil because they can.

4. **The Lost** - Some villains have no humanity - it’s been taken or lost, maybe supplanted by another personality, or they’ve just gone completely insane. Or maybe they had no humanity to begin with. Either way, they have a dedication to a “higher” purpose or larger entity outside of the scope of humanity; any cost in human tragedy is entirely as incidental. A variation of this type of villain is the Idealist who is convinced that only they, in their higher, enlightened form or mind, can save the world from itself and if a few eggs have to be broken in the process so be it.

5. **The Egotist** - And, yes, there’s the super villain who just wants it all - total conquest of the city, country, world, or beyond. This villain rarely, however, launches head-on attacks. Instead, their schemes are often intended to prove their superiority to cow governments into submission. Their flaw is that almost every scheme is overthought and made unnecessarily complex just to account for every contingency.